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Friday, October 12 – Cesar E Chavez Building 405 
 

REGISTRATION, 12:30–2:00 

 

Session 1 Psycholinguistics 
 Chair: Roya Kabiri 

 

2:00–2:30 Recognition of formulaic expressions in the second language. 

  Essa Batel, University of Arizona 

 

2:30–3:00 Written on the tongue: Speech duration effects from orthography during a 

novel word learning task. 

  Shannon Grippando, University of Arizona 

 

3:00-3:30 Reduction of uncertainty and robustness to noise: Words that aid the 

identification of following words are longer in duration. 

  Adam King, University of Arizona 

 

BREAK, 3:30–4:00 

 

Invited Speaker 

 

4:00–5:30 Linguistics is the glue of large, inter-disciplinary projects: An example 

from bioinformatics. 

  Mihai Surdeanu, University of Arizona 

 

Saturday, October 13 – Marshall Building 490 
 

REGISTRATION, 9:00–9:45 

 

Session 2 Argument Structure 
 Chair: John Powell 

 

9:45–10:15 The argument structure of posture verbs in English and Spanish. 

  Diana Gomez-Vazquez, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona 
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10:15–10:45 Rethinking the implicit argument in Kiswahili. 

  Yan Cong, Michigan State University 

 

10:45–11:15 The syntactic nature of ‘bei’ - evidence from agent-taking verbal compounds. 

  Jian Gang Ngui, University of Arizona 

 

BREAK, 11:15–11:30 

 

Invited Speaker 

 

11:30–1:00 Phonological markedness effects in syntax: Subtle but ubiquitous. 

  Bruce Hayes, University of California, Los Angeles 

 

LUNCH, 1:00-1:45 

 

Session 3 Computational Linguistics 
 Chair: Jianrong Yu 

 

1:45–2:15 Mathematical methods of improvising computational linguistic tools in 

Python. 

  Ryan Baxley, Franciscan University of Steubenville 

  

2:15–2:45 Tagging Scottish Gaelic. 

  Andrew Zupon, University of Arizona 

 

BREAK, 2:45–3:00 
 

Session 4 Syntax 
 Chair: Remo Nitschke 

  

3:00–3:30 Now that is showing possession: Microvariation in possessive relative 

clauses. 

  Randi Martinez, Yale University 

  Jim Wood, Yale University 

 

3:30–4:00 Nominal pluralization from a cross-linguistic perspective. 

  Soo-Hwan Lee, Sogang University 
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Conference Party 
 

 
Please join us for our conference party! 
 

WHERE:  Bear Track U, 943 E University Blvd #101 

WHEN:  7:00 PM Saturday, October 13 

HOW: It’s a short walk from the Marshall Building 

 

 

Sunday, October 14 – Marshall Building 490 
 

REGISTRATION, 9:00–9:45 

 

Session 5 Phonology 
 Chair: Serene Tseng 

 

9:45–10:15 The prosody of complementizer effects in English: an argument for enclitic 

"that". 

  William Kruger, Arizona State University 

 

10:15–10:45 Non-local consonant-vowel assimilation in Bolivian Quechua. 

  Gladys Camacho Rios, University of Texas at Austin 

 

BREAK, 10:45–11:00 
 

Invited Speaker 

 

11:00–12:30 Making computers help linguists: Grammar engineering for linguistic 

hypothesis testing, linguistic typology, and language documentation. 

  Emily M. Bender, University of Washington 

 

LUNCH, 12:30–1:15 
 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/vL7QYhB47Cz
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Session 6 Syntax 
 Chair: Remo Nitschke 

 

1:15-1:45 A challenge for finite-state tree computation from languages without the 

wh-island constraint. 

  Tim Hunter, University of California, Los Angeles 

 

1:45–2:15 One in the same: What Spanish and English say about non-obligatory 

control PRO and pro. 

  Justin Paz, University of Arizona 

 

2:15–2:45 Merge, externalization, and subject extraction. 

  Manabu Mizuguchi, Toyo University 

 

 
 

Anti-Harassment Policy 
 

We believe that respect for all individuals and groups, the freedom of thought and 

expression, and the open exchange of ideas are central to the aims of the Arizona 

Linguistics Circle (ALC). The ALC12 Organizing Committee would like to affirm our 

commitment to creating a respectful, healthy, and safe working environment for everyone, 

and this includes participants at the ALC12 conference and at all affiliated events. Any 

form of harassment and any disrespectful or hostile behavior is not welcome at the ALC12 

conference or at any events associated with ALC.  

Unwelcome behavior includes: speech or actions that intimidate, create discomfort, or 

interfere with a person's ability to participate in the ALC12 conference or in affiliated 

events; and any form of harassment, including but not being limited to degrading verbal 

comments, intimidation, stalking, harassing photography or recording, inappropriate 

physical contact, and unwelcome sexual attention. We especially stand against any form of 

harassment that is based on race, gender, religion, age, color, appearance, national origin, 

ancestry, linguistic background, disability, socioeconomic status, or sexual orientation. We 

would like to also state that we do not condone any action or behavior which may lead to 

the acceptance or normalization of any form of misconduct.  

Ultimately we intend for ALC to be an environment in which any such behavior does not 

occur. If you have any concerns or questions regarding these matters, please do not hesitate 

to contact a member of the ALC12 Organizing Committee for assistance. 
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Conference Venue 

 
 

Sponsors 
The organizing committee and the Arizona Linguistics Circle Graduate Organization would like 

to gratefully acknowledge the following for their support: 
 

  

      

              
 

 

 

 

 
 

Cognitive Science Program and Cognitive Science GIDP 

Department of Computer Science 

The University of Arizona Graduate College 

The University of Arizona Graduate and Professional Student Council 
 

We would also like to express our sincere gratitude to Linguistics staff members Stephanie Amado, 

Marian Wiseley, and Kimberley Young, as well as the UA Linguistics graduate students and 

faculty, for their efforts and expertise, which make this conference possible.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BIJcQkKSIz5sGMh3iuIY_JBTAsB4NWW_&usp=sharing


Recognition of Formulaic Expressions in the Second Language 

 

Essa Batel 

University of Arizona, PhD SLAT 

 

This presentation will present a study that tested late English non-native speakers’ (L2) processing 

of formulaic language when embedded within sentence contexts. According to Laufer & Waldman 

(2011), formulaic language is a combination of words that are of restricted co-occurrence in that 

individual words in these combinations are, for the most part, easily replaceable following the rules 

of grammar, yet not in all cases (e.g. Tea collocates with strong but not with powerful). These 

multi-word units are presumed to be stored in and retrieved from long-term memory as if they 

were single lexical units (Read & Nation, 2004; Wray & Perkins, 2000).  

 

In this sense and based on the Spreading Activation model (Collins & Loftus, 1975) and the 

Associated Relatedness model (Postman & Keppel, 1970), the recognition time (RT) of the noun 

“tea” after the incongruent adjective “powerful” should take longer compared to the RT of the 

same word after the congruent adjective “strong” due to the discrepancy between the predicted 

word and the printed word. Therefore, the incongruent preceding context has an inhibitory effect 

on the target word leading to a longer RT compared to the congruent context. In light of this 

research, this study sought to determine whether late L2 speakers of English show the same 

inhibitory effect as L1 speakers when a synonymous but not congruent word (i.e. powerful) 

preceded the target word in a formulaic sequence combination. The goal was to test whether in L2 

learners, formulaic expressions are stored in and retrieved from long-term memory as if they were 

single lexical units, as they are in native speakers. The hypothesis was that L2 formulaic 

expressions are not stored in and retrieved from long-term memory as the case in L1 formulaic 

expressions.  

 

To test this hypothesis, 22 adult advanced-level learners of English were recruited as the 

experiment group and 22 adult native speakers of English. The experiment’s participants 

performed a Self-paced Reading task that consisted of 24 English sentences containing formulaic 

combinations (the sentences were divided into equal halves with each half containing either 

congruent or incongruent combinations). On a computer screen, each sentence was presented one 

word at a time and participants had to press the SPACE key to move from one word to the next. 

Participants were then prompted to answer a comprehension question at the end of each sentence. 

The RTs on critical words (i.e. the word tea) were compared in both congruency conditions. The 

results showed a significant shorter RT for the congruent combination compared to the incongruent 

combination in L1 participant, but not for L2 participants. 

 

These results indicate that late L2 learners do not attend to the same level of sensitivity to violations 

in multi-word formulaic sequences when one word in the formulaic combination is replaced by a 

close synonym. The findings also suggest that formulaic expressions are not stored in and retrieved 

from long-term memory for L2 learners as if they were single lexical units, at least not during on-

line processing that simulates subconscious recognition of lexical items.  

 



Mathematical Methods of Improvising Computational Linguistic Tools in Python 
Ryan Baxley 
Franciscan University of Steubenville 
 
Python is a popular programming language for many purposes, and a first-choice for many 
computational linguists. Users will commonly pair the flexible string methods and math 
capabilities of Python au naturel with sophisticatedly-developed Python packages for linguistics, 
such as Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) or spaCy. 
This piece addresses a few common tasks in computational linguistics that easily accomplished 
using packages in Python, and suggests simpler, math-based approaches to solving these same 
tasks. 
 
The two larger principles in computational linguistics contemplated in this paper are stylized text 
generation and detecting document similarity. Generating text in the style of an author is 
(blindly) achievable with Hidden Markov Models and provides entertaining results. Document 
similarity is typically done with Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency coupled with a 
Cosine Similarity calculation, but can also be achieved with various methods of lexical 
enumeration. 
 
This paper does not require background in mathematics, programming, or linguistics. Instead, 
this is an effort to simplify complex computational linguistic operations down to approachable 
mathematic principles. 
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Non-local consonant-vowel assimilation in Bolivian Quechua 
Author: Gladys Camacho Rios  
PhD Student in Linguistics - The University of Texas at Austin  
 
An important issue in assimilation is the effect or lack of effect that intervening elements 
can have on the non-local assimilatory process (Rose & Walker 2011). This paper is 
concerned with non-local assimilation in Bolivian Quechua. It provides novel 
instrumental data on this question showing that the application and extent of non-local 
assimilation depends of the manner of articulation of the intervening consonant. 
In Bolivian Quechua, high vowels [i, u] and mid vowels [e, o] are in complementary 
distribution: mid vowels occur preceding or following a uvular sound /q, qh, q’/ while 
high vowels occur elsewhere (Weber 1989, Gallagher 2015). Quechua also displays 
nonlocal vowel assimilation, where a mid vowel appears even when the conditioning 
uvular is separated from the vowel by an intervening coda sonorant (e.g. [senʁa] ‘nose’, 
[p’olʁo] ‘sock’). Likewise, there are nouns where vowels stay high with an intervening 
coda obstruent (e.g. [phiʃʁa] ‘five’ or [usʁaj] ‘fast’). Impressionistic observations on 
Bolivian Quechua stated that this non-local assimilation occurs across an intervening 
sonorant but not across an intervening fricative coda (Bills et al., 1971, Donald and 
Lastra 1964). 
This production study looks at the effects that intervening sonorants versus fricatives 
have on high vowels in a non-local assimilation context where a uvular is understood as 
conditioning assimilation. Likewise, the effects of non-uvulars controlled these 
sequences. Two sets of stimuli were designed, one based on tauto-morphemic sequences 
e.g., /pirqa/ ‘wall’, /mirkha / ‘freckle’ and the other one based on hetero-morphemic 
sequences where the target vowel and the conditioning uvular were in different 
morphemes e.g., /ʧumpi-rqa/ ‘wrap-PST.3sg’, /tarpu-rqa/ ‘plant-PST.3sg’, /hampi-sqa/ 
‘cure-SudDisc.3sg’. The expectation was that assimilation in [-high, -low] would occur 
only with vowels in the first condition, where a vowel is separated from a uvular by a 
sonorant consonant compared to the other three conditions, in which there is either no 
uvular trigger or an obstruent sound separating the uvular from the target vowel. 
Ten Quechua dominant speakers of 39-53 ages uttered 120 tokens each one. Target 
vowels were measured in Praat at 20%, 50% and 80% of vowel duration. Figure 1 shows 
tauto-morphemic nouns. The first condition with blue ellipses have a sonorant coda 
followed by a uvular. Compared to the other three conditions it presents a higher F1 value 
for both front and back vowels. A mixed-effect linear regression model shows this 
difference to be statistically significant at 20, 50 and 80% of the vowel duration; F1 at 
50% (β=110.156, SE=15.573, p<2.32e-05). Similar effects for condition 1 were observed 
across a morpheme boundary (Figure 3). It is also statistically significant; F1 at 50% 
(β=65.833, SE=10.12, p<6.05e-09). These results confirm the previous observations and 
motivate to questions on phonologically conditioned allomorphy. 
In this paper I also consider apparent exceptions to the rule where the vowels lower 
across a coda obstruent e.g., [p’oʃʁoj] ‘to ferment’, [ʎosq’o] or ‘soft’, [p’esʁe] 
‘quinoameal’. 
These examples complicate the rule above because the feature spreading in the 
assimilation depends on the similarity between the two underlying vowels in the two 
syllables. 
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Figure 1: Condition 1 in blue and condition 2 
in yellow. 

Figure 2: Condition 3 in blue and condition 4 
in yellow. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Condition 1 in blue and condition 2 in 
yellow. 

Figure 4: Condition 3 in blue and condition 4 
in yellow. 
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Rethinking The Implicit Argument in Kiswahili

Yan Cong
Michigan State University

Introduction This study concerns the co-occurrence of stative and passive in Kiswahili. There are two
readings of stative extension in Kiswahili—potential and resultative. I argue that resultative stative is not
real stative; instead they are causative. My analysis is in line with Simango (2009) in pinpointing that
causative is disguised as stative. It is only resultative statives but not potential statives that can co-occur with
passives in Kiswahili. By adopting Hale&Keyser (2002), this study further connects the stative extensions
licensing subject promotionwith patient-manner predication; while the stative extensions suppressing subject
promotion with agent-manner predication.
Analysis of Core Data Stative and passive can promote subjects. Interestingly, two extensions that seem
to be in complementary distribution can co-appear in one clause in Kiswahili, as shown in (1).

(1) a. Nyumba
House

i-li-bomole-w-a,
9SM-PST-demolish-PASS-FV,

ili
so-as-to

ku-jenga
INF-build

shule.
school

House was demolished, so as to build school
b. * Nyumba

House
i-li-bomo-k-a,
9SM-PST-demolish-ST-FV,

ili
so-as-to

ku-jenga
INF-build

shule.
school

House collapsed, so as to build school

Passive in (1a) licenses an implicit external argument; while stative in (1b) does not, given its incompat-
ibility with rationale clause.

(2) a. a-jenda
1SM-agenda

i-li-chom-ek-w-a
9SM-PST-Stick-ST-PASS-FV

ili-ku-wa-udhi
INF-2OM-annoy

wazee.
elders

The agenda got stuck (onto somewhere), so as to annoy the elders.
b. a-li-mwag-ik-i-w-a

1SM-PST-spill-ST-APP-PASS-FV
maji
water

He got water spilled on him.

The acceptability of (2a) indicates that there is an implicit external argument in the syntax, strengthening
the proposal that the stative extension ek carrying resultative reading behaves like causative. This explains
why passivization is still available after stative ek ‘suppressing’ the external argument in (2a), given that
middles are unpassivizable; while causatives are. The stative extension with ‘potential’ reading is the real
stative, whose behaviour resembles middles.
Extension to Argument Structure This analysis of stative extension in Kiswahili further sheds light
on the argument structure of alternating in general. Alternating means syntactically the position of the
direct object of a transitive verb alternates with the subject of that transitive verb, as underlined in (3,4).
Hale&Keyser (2002) state that agent manner v is P-complementing and disallows alternating; patient manner
v is P-adjuncting and alternating is available.

(3) Agent-manner
a. They smeared mud on the wall.
b. * Mud smeared on the wall.

(4) Patient-manner
a. The puppy spilled water on the floor.
b. Water spilled on the floor.

(2b) shows that the co-occurrence of stative and passive necessitates a third extension to co-appear in the
clause. This provides evidence why patient manner v may have an implicit P-adjunct embedded, thus allow
alternating. This P-like-projection is realized as applicatives in a morphology-rich language like Kiswahili;
while as a null ApplP head in morphology-impoverished languages like English and Chinese. Statives embed
an ApplP introducing the internal argument.

1



The Argument Structure of Posture Verbs in English and Spanish 

Diana Gomez-Vazquez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona & University of Texas at Austin 

I argue that the differences in the encoding of Path and causativity can explain the contrasts in the behavior of 
posture verbs in English and Spanish. English, a satellite-framed language, can encode Path information by 
means of a satellite, while Spanish, a verb-framed language, encodes this information in the verb. I will also 
argue that the encoding of causation is pertinent for the properties of posture verbs in as much as these 
languages use different strategies to encode causation. I am also taking a stance regarding the controversial 
aspectual status of these verbs in English, which have been argued to constitute an aspectual class of their own.  

I assume with Ramchand (2014) that the different encoding patterns are a consequence of a language’s choice 
of lexicalizing Path in verbs or satellites. In adopting Ramchand’s syntactically represented event structure 
decomposition framework, I assume that the VP involves several verbal projections, each of which contains 
relevant Type-A meaning information, namely, the category labels initP, procP, resP. These correspond to 
subevent projections identifying a causative subevent, a process denoting subevent, and a result state subevent, 
respectively. Each lexical item contains a rigid set of category labels identifying subevent components and 
participants, along with lexical encyclopedic content.  

(1) a.  Yo senté al        niño (en la    silla)  
I    sat    to_the child  on the chair  

b.  El    niño se   sentó (en la   silla)  
The child CL. sat      on the chair  

(2) a.  I sat the child (*on the chair) 
b. The child sat (*on the chair) 
c. The child sat down (on the chair)  

(3) a.  [[sentar]]=<sentar,<init,proc,res>,λeλeinitλeprocλeres[e=einit→[eproc→eres∧sentar(einit)∧	
sentar(eproc)∧sentar(eres)]>  
b.  [[sit]]=<sit,<proc>,λeλeproc[e=eproc∧sit(eproc)]>  

The lexical entry in (3a) for Spanish sentar that the process event is initiated by an entity and has a result as 
outcome. The result identifies the Path, which in this case can be identified with the property of being seated. 
The examples in (1) have the same number of participants and subevents; however, the variant with the clitic 
se confers a semantic nuance not included in (1a), which I will refer to as autocausation (Geniušienė 1987). The 
clitic plays a placeholder function, i.e. its presence serves to mark that the element that works as undergoer and 
resultee is also the initiator of the event. I will assume with Pujalte & Saab (2012), that the clitic is inserted to 
satisfy initP’s requirement to have a specifier.  

The lexical entry in (3b) for English is notably simpler. It specifies that sit denotes a process, whose only 
participant is exclusively the undergoer of the event. The lexical entry doesn’t contain information about the 
event’s initiator. The reason behind it is the fact that English is a language that enters the labile alternation. 
Following Ramchand, the causative variant of the verb will require the insertion of an initP to allow the insertion 
of an initiator. Another important consequence of the lexical entry is that it is possible to explain why the 
English variants unavoidably require a locative phrase or a satellite to specify the result (2) (cf. (1)).  

References 
Geniušienė, Emma. (1987). The Typology of Reflexives. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 
Pujalte, Mercedes, & Saab, Andrés. (2012). Syncretism as PF-repair: The case of se-insertion in Spanish. The 

end of argument structure, 229-260. 
Ramchand, Gillian. (2014). Structural Meaning and Conceptual Meaning in Verb Semantics. Linguistic Analysis, 

39, 211-247. 



Written on the tongue: Speech duration effects from orthography during a novel word 

learning task 

 

Shannon Grippando 

University of Arizona 

 

ABSTRACT 

Research has found a correlation between number of orthographic units in a written form and 

speech duration. For example, in English, clique’s coda /k/ is produced significantly longer than 

click’s coda /k/, independent of word frequency (Brewer, 2008). This effect persists even when 

written words are not explicitly present, such as in a picture-naming task. A similar effect is 

found in Japanese, with two-character homophones produced significantly longer than one-

character homophones (e.g. 海苔>糊, /nori/) (Grippando, 2018). Thus, this effect appears to be 

cross-linguistic in nature and not limited to one orthographic system.  

The On-line Reactivation Hypothesis was proposed to explain these results (Brewer, 

2008; Perre et al, 2009). On-line Reactivation argues that after lexical retrieval, orthographic 

forms are reactivated just before articulation, akin to written forms “flashing” before the 

unconscious mind’s eye. The visual complexity of orthographic forms interacts with surface 

phonological forms to alter speech patterns. Thus, all else being equal, a word with greater 

visual/orthographic complexity should be produced longer than a word with lesser 

visual/orthographic complexity. This should be the case for all readers across all types of 

orthographic systems. 

Thus, On-line Reactivation argues that English readers learning a logographic character-

based system should exhibit similar durational speech patterns. The current talk addresses this 

issue by presenting data from 30 English speakers. Participants were taught to say, read, and 

write 5 pairs of novel disyllabic homophone non-words. Most importantly, words were written in 



a novel logographic orthography like Japanese characters. For each pair of homophones, one 

homophone was written with a single character and its sister with two characters (e.g. ꈸ vs ꆳꈨ). 

Participants named pictures before and after learning to read and write, and their productions 

were recorded. Later, whole-word duration for each production was measured. 

Results showed that before participants learned to read and write, homophones in a pair 

did not differ in whole-word duration (p>0.8) (Fig. 1). After learning to read and write, 

production significantly differed between homophones in a pair (p<0.02; Fig. 2). However, the 

pattern was opposite of previously found results in Brewer and Grippando: two-character word 

were produced faster than one-character words (average 510 milliseconds vs 489 milliseconds, 

respectively). Error rates did not significantly differ between one-character words and two-

character words (p>0.7).   

While learning to read and write had a significant effect on speech duration, the direction 

of this effect is opposite of what is expected from the On-line Reactivation Hypothesis, 

suggesting that factors beyond simple visual/orthographic complexity play fundamental roles in 

the development of these orthographically-correlated durational speech patterns. One explanation 

for these results could be that phonological mapping tendencies and syllabification preferences 

are skewing participants toward developing stronger lexical entries for two-character words. 

Since novel words were disyllabic, the orthographic-phonological correspondences for two-

character words might have been stronger developed for English readers, leading to faster 

production. If this is the case, a follow-up study with monosyllabic novel words should see the 

effect flip: one-character words would now be faster than two-character words. 

 

 



FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Average reaction time (milliseconds) for novel words before learning to read and write 

(left two bars) versus after learning to read and right (right two bars). For each pair of bars, the 

bar on the left represents words written with two symbols, the bar on the right words written 

with one symbol. 

 

 

 



A challenge for finite-state tree computation from languages without the wh-island constraint

Tim Hunter — UCLA

Nearly all variants of the formalizations of minimalist syntax deriving from Stabler (1997) share the property
that they are finite-state, not at the level of string computation (which is insufficient for familiar reasons),
but at the level of tree computation (Kobele et al., 2007). This property is closely linked to the mild
context-sensitivity of the Minimalist Grammar (MG) formalism and thus brings it into contact with other
frameworks (CCG, TAG) (Stabler, 2011), and has provided the basis for integrating MGs with probabilitic
methods (Hale, 2006; Hunter and Dyer, 2013).

Here I raise a challenge for the hypothesis that finite-state tree computations are sufficient for natural lan-
guage syntax: I argue that, in languages like Bulgarian that lack the wh-island constraint (Rudin, 1988;
Richards, 1997), sentences like (1) exemplify a pattern that is beyond the capacity of finite-state tree com-
putation, much as the pattern in (2) exceeds the capacity of finite-state string computation.

(1) Koja
which

kniga1
book

te
you

popita
asked

učitelja
teacher

[kogo2
who

[ubedi
convinced

Ivan
Ivan

t2 da
to

publikiva
publish

t1]]

“Which book did the teacher ask you who Ivan convinced to publish?”

(2) the rat1 the cat2 (the dog3 bit3) chased2 fled1

Background

The finite-state string automaton (FSA) in (3), which shows just lexical categories on the arcs, generates
strings such as ‘intelligent tall happy students with freckles from France’. An FSA could not enforce a
requirement that the number of adjectives match the number of preposition-noun pairs: the number of times
the first loop is used cannot constrain how the second loop is used. While no such requirement is necessary
in this case, we do find an analogous requirement in (4), which motivates the rejection of FSAs as models of
natural language syntax.

(3)

start

Adj

N

P N

(4) a. John left

b. * John left is true

c. * the claim that John left

d. the claim that John left is true

e. * the claim that John left is true is true

f. * the claim that the claim that John left is true

g. the claim that the claim that John left is true is true

The problem (4) raises for FSAs is that the possible sentence-completions that can follow ‘(the claim that)n

John left’ differ from the sentence-completions that can follow ‘(the claim that)n+1 John left’. The familiar
solution to this problem is tree structures and phrase-structure rules as shown in (5).

(5) S

is trueNP

CP

S

is trueNP

CP

S

VP

left

John

that

the claim

that

the claim

S → NP is true
S → John VP
VP → left
NP → the claim CP
CP → that S
VP → really VP

1



Such tree-based grammars retain at their core a looping mechanism characterizing trees’ “spines”, specifically
in (5) a loop generating S, then NP, then CP, then S again, visible in (6). (6) also shows the separate loop
arising from the rule ‘VP → really VP’, not used in the tree in (5). Like (3), this mechanism cannot enforce
any correspondence between uses of the first loop and uses of this subsequent loop that introduces ‘really’.
The tree-level finite-state property of MGs amounts to a prediction that no such relationship will occur in
natural languages.

(6)

start

S

NP

CP

S VP

VP

Bulgarian

While English has no requirement that the number of occurrences of ‘really’ match the depth of clausal
embedding, (1) indicates that there is an analogous requirement on the dependencies between wh-phrases
and wh-attracting complementizers in Bulgarian. (1) can be characterized by the “d-structure” in (7a); a
derivation with the “d-structure” in (7b), by contrast, cannot succeed because one of the two wh-attracting
complementizers will have its feature-checking requirements unfulfilled. Only structures like (7c) and (7e),
with (at least) one wh-phrase per level of interrogative embedding, will satisfy these requirements.

(7) a. Cwh teacher asked [Cwh Ivan convinced NPwh to publish NPwh]

b. * Cwh teacher asked [Cwh Ivan convinced me to publish NPwh]

c. Cwh Ivan convinced me to publish NPwh

d. * Cwh teacher asked [Cwh teacher asked [Cwh Ivan convinced NPwh to publish NPwh] ]

e. Cwh teacher asked [Cwh teacher asked [Cwh NPwh convinced NPwh to publish NPwh] ]

Stated generally, the possible “tree completions” that can appear underneath n levels of ‘Cwh teacher asked’
embedding differ from those that can appear underneath n+ 1 levels. If correct, this suggests weakening the
finite-state assumption to allow (at least) context-free computation at the tree level.
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Reduction of Uncertainty and
Robustness to Noise:

Words that aid the identification of following words are longer

in duration

Adam King, University of Arizona

 Word are articulated proportionally to their contribution to the 
message. For example, words that are less probable in the current context are 
produced with greater duration (van Son and Pols, 2003; Van Son and Van 
Santen, 2005; Aylett and Turk, 2004, 2006; Jaeger, 2010; Seyfarth et al., 2016; 
Jaeger and Buz, 2017) and words that are less probable on average (Gahl, 2008; 
Seyfarth, 2014) are longer in duration in all contexts. In addition, listeners 
require less from the acoustics of the word itself to identify words that are 
probable given their context (Salasoo and Pisoni, 1985; Ferreira et al., 1996; 
Van Berkum et al., 1999, 2005). In a noisy channel, it is best to provide more 
redundancy to less probable items (Shannon, 1948, 1949). In this case, affording 
extra duration to less probable items adds redundancy and offsets their low 
probability which helps to ensure accurate identification of the words. That 
being said, linguistic communication is more than understanding a group of 
words in sequence. The messages in language are sentences, larger structures 
where the words are integral parts of building these structures (Chomsky, 
1957). Comprehending and processing sentences is done incremen-tally 
(Tanenhaus et al., 1995) and already processed words are used to help identify 
the following words in the sentence. It has been argued that words are arranged 
in sentences such that the early words maximally reduces uncertainty over the 
what follows it (Hale, 2003, 2006; Levy, 2008; Ferrer-i Cancho, 2017). To put 
another way, less probable words are often preceding by other words that help a 
listener predict them. However, if an early word is not identified correctly, any 
possible benefit to the processing of later material is lost. In this case, it would 
be beneficial to selectively add redundancy to the words that
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reduce uncertainty over what follows in the sentence. In this case, whereas a 
contextually less probable word is pronounced with extra redundancy to aid 
the identification of the word itself, words that aid the identification of other 
words in the sentence are pronounced with extra redundancy to aid the pro-
cessing of the larger linguistic structure as a whole. If this is the case, it will 
be evidence that speakers patterns of phonetic articulation are such that they 
are focused on the understanding of linguistic structures larger than words and 
so the effects of word probability on word duration are possibly only a part of 
this greater process.

Methods

 This work investigates the relation of the acoustic duration of a token 
with the contextual probability of the word and the amount of information a 
word provides about what follows it. To test this, I use the recordings of 
conversational English found in the Buckeye corpus (Pitt et al., 2007). This 
corpus provides data on the duration of words and their larger sentential con-
texts. To estimate contextual word probability and the amount of uncertainty a 
word reduces over what follows, I trained a recurrent neural network (RNN) 
language model over the spoken sub-corpus of the Corpus of Contemporary 
American-English (COCA, Davies 2008). Using a linear mixed effect model 
(Bates and Walker, 2015), I show that word duration is negatively correlated 
with the probability of the sequence of words that follow it, independent of 
other factors such as contextual word probability, word length and speech rate 
(see Fig 1). In other words, when what follows a word is likely given the word, 
the token of that word is longer in duration.
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Figure 1: Effect of the probability of the following words, p(following|word),
for tokens of the word children. When the remainder of the sentence is more
probable given the word, the token for children is longer in duration.
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The prosody of complementizer effects in English: an argument for enclitic that 
     The complementizer that in English may be dropped/deleted/null in some widely-discussed 
syntactic contexts (=1), but it is obligatory in many other contexts (=2). Numerous proposals 

have been made to account for this varying distribution, mostly appealing to syntactic 
properties of sentences. Phonological and prosodic properties of these environments, on the 

other hand, have not played as central of a role. In particular, it is notable that the 
environments in which null-C is prohibited are exactly the same environments that restrict the 

application of phonological reduction, such as word-initial lenition/flapping and glide-deletion 
(3)-(4). In this paper, I propose a prosodic constraint on null-C which brings it in line with other 

functional categories; namely, null-C is prohibited when it is otherwise aligned to the 
left/leading boundary of a prosodic domain such as the start of an utterance (=5a) or an 

intonational phrase (=5b). This requires that, in cases where null-C is allowed, that should be 

analyzed as an enclitic, attaching prosodically to the word preceding it in the absence of an 
intervening prosodic boundary (=6). Although this is uncontroversial for most of the cases 

discussed here (see e.g., Bošković & Lasnik 2003 for a similar proposal), it is certainly 
controversial within larger discussions of syntax-prosody for English. The dominant view since 

Chomsky & Halle (1968) has been that functional categories in English are strongly proclitic, 
associating rightward in a direct reflection of their syntactic composition (see e.g., Nespor & 

Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1986, 1995, 2011). This idea stems from a deeper assumption that prosodic 
domains are, at some level, isomorphic to syntactic domains. However, the empirical data on 

the prosody of functional items in English simply does not support this assertion (Lahiri & Plank 
2010), and the patterns of null-C lend further support to an analysis of English and other 
Germanic languages which acknowledges a strong bias toward encliticization.  
(1) a. Sue saw (that) Kurt had left.    verb-complement clause 
 b. Sue was happy (that) Kurt had left.   adjective-complement clause 
 c. Kurt bought a book (that) Sue had written.  object relative clause 
(2) a. *(That) Kurt had left annoyed Sue.    subject clause 

b. Sue regretted *(that) Kurt had left.   factive verb 

c. Sue believed the claim *(that) Kurt had left.  noun-complement clause  
 d. Sue saw _ yesterday *(that) Kurt had left.   extraposition  
 e. Sue was happy _ yesterday *(that) Kurt had left.  extraposition  
 f. A book _ arrived *(that) Sue had bought.   extraposition 
(3) a. Sue flew to Tucson.      to = [thə], [ɾə]   
 b. To Tucson is where Sue flew.    to = [thə], *[ɾə] 
(4) a. Kurt has left.      has = [həz], [əz] 
 b. Has Kurt left?      has = [həz], *[əz] 
(5) a. [Utt *(That) Kurt had left annoyed Sue ] 

 b. [Utt [IntP Sue saw yesterday ) [IntP *(that) Kurt had left ] ] 
(6) a. [Utt Sue saw OK(that) Kurt had left ] 

 b. [Utt Sue was happy OK(that) Kurt had left ] 



Nominal pluralization from a cross-linguistic perspective* 

Soo-Hwan Lee (Sogang University) 

 

Introduction. It is well known in literature that plurality within nominal structures are realized 

within a single projection namely the number phrase (#P). However, many recent 

investigations have demanded for an account which classifies morphological plurals with 

further precision (Borer 2005, Alexiadou 2011, Barrie et al. 2017). By means of scrutinizing 

the typology of plurality, this work extends the recent discussions put forward by Deal (2015) 

and Kramer (2016) and provide additional findings of its own. Further, the work deals with the 

morphological (ir)regularities of Swahili, English, and Korean plurals so as to make a cross-

linguistic generalization on the possible domains in which pluralization takes place. Here, a 

hierarchical structure illustrated in (1) is adopted:  

 

(1) √P < nP < #P < DP < KP < PP    

 

Swahili data. Exemplary cases of irregularity in morphological forms are observed in Swahili 

nominals which run on the basis of a rich gender system. The general principle of plural (as 

well as singular) inflections in Swahili entertains the notion of allomorphy governed by the 

mechanism of complementary distribution.  

 

(2) [nP]  

 a. m-tu (‘a person’)  → wa-tu (‘people’) 

  SG-person [+αGender A]  PL-person [+αGender A]  

 b.  ki-pima-joto (‘a thermometer’)  → vi-pima-joto (‘thermometers’) 

  SG-measure-heat [+αGender D]  PL-measure-heat [+αGender D] 

 

Swahili displays a type of morphology which is sensitive to compositional as well as 

idiosyncratic semantic properties. Thus, we see a dominant effect of allomorphy conditioning 

even within plural VN compounds derived under the nP domain as shown in (2b).  

 

English data. English, on the other hand, shows morphological mismatches between nominals 

such as wisdom teeth (*wisdom tooths) and sabertooths (*saberteeth). Arguably, the (ir)regular 

plural forms of the two are created under separate rules governed by different domains. In fact, 

the search for such morphological asymmetry in English paves way to an unconventional way 

of handling plurality.  

 

(3)  [nP]  

 person  → people 

(4)  [#P]  

 person  → persons (‘individuals of people’)  

(5)  [nP+#P]  

 person  → people (‘an ethnic group ’)→ peoples (‘ethnic groups’) 

    irregular plural [nP]  regular plural [#P]  

 

Observing (3) and (4), we realize that English plural nominals are subcategorized into two 
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different sets. Significantly, this captures the notion that nos are sensitive to irregularities in 

form (e.g. people), whereas #os are not (e.g. persons). More significantly, the application of 

both regular and irregular inflections is possible as shown in (5). This suggests that the roles 

undertaken by nP and #P are clearly distinct from one another and that English exhibit split 

plurality (e.g. peoples) which is an additional finding to Kramer (2016).  

 

Korean data. The ways in which pluralization takes place for Korean nominals are quite 

unique and controversial. Nevertheless, this paper attempts to demonstrate that Korean 

pluralization is realized fundamentally on three different levels, namely nP, #P, and a level 

beyond DP.   

 

(6) [nP]  

 nwukwu (‘who’ [singular]) → nwukwu-nwukwu (‘who’ [plural]) 

 who     who-RED 

(7) [#P]  

 ai (‘a child’)   → ai-tul1 (‘children’)  

 child     children-PL 

(8) [nP+#P] 

 nwukwu (‘who’ [singular])  

 → nwukwu-nwukwu (‘who’ [plural]) → nwukwu-nwukwu-tul1 (‘who’ [plural]) 

    irregular plural [nP]     regular plural [#P]  

(9) [DP↑]  

 ai-ya     pang-elo tule-ka → ai-tul1-a        pang-elo-tul2   tule-ka 

 child-VOC  room-LOC in-go  child-PL-VOC  room-LOC-PL in-go 

 ‘Child, go to your room.’  ‘Children, go to your rooms.’  

 

With regards to pluralization in (6), the morphophonological operation of reduplication takes 

effect within nP for such operation is not fixed to a particular phonological entity and hence 

morphologically irregular (additionally, refer to Deal (2016) for her analysis on Nez Perce 

nominal reduplication and its implications on Vocabulary Insertion). More interestingly, the 

marker, -tul1, in (7) and (8) is distinct from the marker, -tul2, in (9) which attaches onto a whole 

PP. In detail, the former is a regular property of #P while the latter is an item belonging to a 

projection existing well beyond the scope of a full nominal structure (e.g. DP↑).  

 

Conclusion. A generalization can be made through the data and analysis collected thus far. 

Korean exhibits more ways of laying out plurality than English and English projects more ways 

of displaying plurality than Swahili. Moreover, it seems that there is no language among the 

three which excludes nP as a possible candidate for pluralization. In this sense, the principles 

and parameters of nominal pluralization are recognized from a typological viewpoint.  
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Now that is showing possession: Microvariation in possessive relative clauses 
 
While some English speakers must use whose in possessive relative clauses like (1), some varieties allow that’s.  
 
(1)   The girl {whose / % that’s} painting was bought is a popular artist.  
 
We present novel data supporting a relative pronoun analysis of that’s, and show that this pronoun is sensitive to number 
for some but not all speakers. We analyze this microvariation within the Minimalist Program in terms of the formal features 
of functional heads (Adger and Smith 2005; Wood 2013). We argue that heads can be stored with specific valued 
uninterpretable features (Pesetsky & Torrego 2007), and this accounts for formal restrictions on variable forms.  

Relative that’s has been hypothesized to involve either the complementizer that followed by ’s (either the clitic or 
a reduced resumptive), as in (2a), or a determiner that forming part of a relative pronoun, as in (2b) (Seppänen & Kjellmer 
1995; McDaniel et al. 2002). (2a) predicts that object relatives like (3a) should be ungrammatical, because the 
complementizer that would not end up adjacent to ’s painting. (2b) predicts (3a) to be grammatical.  
 
(2) a. [DP The [NP girli [CP OPi [C[rel] that [TP [[____i]’s painting] was  bought ]]]]] 

b. [DP The [NP girli [CP [[thati]s painting]j C[REL] [TP ____j was bought ]]]] 
 
(3) a. The girl { whose / % that’s } painting we bought is a popular artist.  
 b. [DP The [NP girli [CP [[thati]s painting]j C[REL] [TP we bought ____j ]]]] 

 
Our first survey supports the analysis in (2b): speakers who accepted that’s relatives generally did not find any difference 
between subject and object relatives. A two-way ANOVA (that’s vs. whose, subject vs. object) on the participants’ ratings 
showed a significant main effect for that’s vs. whose (F(1,588)=462, p<.001), but no significant interaction 
(F(1,588)=3.14,p=.08). See Figure 1. In fact, the ratings for that’s in subject and object relatives were significantly 
correlated (R2=.641). See Figure 2.  

Our second survey, however, showed that some speakers allow the relative head to be plural (the girls that’s 
painting was bought) or singular, while others only allow singular heads; no speakers allowed only plural heads. We analyze 
this variation in terms of the features of that, which we take to be related to demonstrative that (Kayne 2010). Speakers with 
relative that’s have, in addition to the demonstrative D head D1 in (4a), one or both of the heads in (4b-c). D2 in (4b) takes 
a relative operator N for a complement (cf. Hicks 2009), which agrees with it in person and values its Rel feature (Friedman 
et al. 2009; Radford & Iwasaki 2015; Belletti 2017). Since it has no number feature, it is compatible with singular or plural 
relative heads, but does not change its form to those when the head is plural (exactly like the T2 head in Adger & Smith 
2005:166). D3 in (4c) works like D2, except that it is prespecified for singular number; thus it is not compatible with plural 
heads. This analysis supports the idea that functional heads can be stored with valued uninterpretable features (Pesetsky & 
Torrego 2007), and that such features can lead to contradictory feature bundles in Agree relations (Harbour 2003).  
 
(4) a.     b.    c.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

D1 
[uNum: __] 
[uPers: __] 

D2 
[uPers:__] 
[uRel:__] 

D3 
[uNum:SG] 
[uPers:__] 
[uRel:__] 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Manabu Mizuguchi, Toyo University 
 

Merge, Externalization and Subject Extraction 
 
Keywords: subject extraction, Merge, <C, T>, externalization, cross-linguistic variation 
 
Issue: It has been noted that subject extraction shows peculiarities. For instance, it is sensitive to 
an overt complementizer, blocked when that is present (the that-trace effect) (=(1)); finiteness is 
also relevant: in English, the subject cannot be extracted from a finite clause while it can from a 
non-finite clause (=(2)). In a Bantu language Zulu, the reverse pattern is observed, with subject 
extraction from a non-finite clause being ruled out (=(3)): 
(1) a. * Who does John believe [that is very intelligent]? 
 b. Who does John believe [is very intelligent]? 
(2) a. * John seems [that is in the library]. 
  b.  John seems [to be in the library]. 
(3) a. * uZinhle  u-bonakala [ uku-(zo-)xova  ujeqe]. 
 AUG.1Zinhle 1SA-seem  INF-(FUT-)make AUG.1steamed.bread  
 ‘It seems that Zinhle will make bread.’ 
  b.  uZinhle  u-bonakala [ ukuthi u-zo-xova  ujeqe]. 
 AUG.1Zinhle 1SA-seems  that  1SA-FUT-make  AUG.1steamed.bread  (Halpert 2015) 
This paper addresses these peculiarities and claims that subject-extraction phenomena are 
explained by Merge and externalization at the sensorimotor level, wiping out additional 
mechanisms to explain them. 
Proposal: In (1a)-(3a), there are two possible derivations in the embedded clause for the subject 
to move out: movement to Spec,CP via Spec,TP and direct movement to Spec,CP. I argue that both 
these derivations will be ruled out derivationally or at the interfaces: movement to Spec,TP will 
halt subject movement as the movement, which applies counter-cyclically at the phase level 
(Chomsky 2008), transfers the embedded TP, making the subject invisible to further computation 
(Epstein et al. 2012, Mizuguchi 2014); direct movement to Spec,CP, though not counter-cyclic, 
will cause a labeling problem since Spec,TP is skipped: T, which is weak as a label, can label when 
Spec,TP is created (Chomsky 2015). On the other hand, as for (1b)-(3b), I propose that T is 
externally pair-merged to C and that (4) is produced in the embedded clause, where the subject 
moves to the Spec of <C, T>: 
(4) [µ subject [δ <C, T> [α … t …]]] 
In (4), the subject will be extracted via the Spec of <C, T>. Movement to the Spec of <C, T> does 
not transfer µ as it is not counter-cyclic; nor does it cause a labeling problem since T is part of C 
and TP is not created. Pair-Merge explains (1b)-(3b). 
 The next question is why pair-Merge does not apply to (1a)-(3a) if Merge applies freely. I claim 
that C is externalized in different ways depending on how it is merged: infinitival to is an 
externalization of <C, T> without tense while a null complementizer Ø is a spell-out of tensed <C, 
T>; likewise, <C, T> in Zulu is externalized as ukuthi. On the other hand, that in (1a)-(2a) and Ø 
in (3a) are externalizations of C, indicating that (4) is not yielded. Notice that externalization is 
subject to variation, inducing apparent complexity and variety of language (Chomsky 2017). 
Externalization explains why (4) is not produced in (1a)-(3a) under unconstrained Merge. 
The Subject-Extraction Generalization: The following generalization can be deduced: 
(5)  Subject extraction always entails a smaller-than-full clause. (Pesetsky 2016) 
Under the proposed analysis, in (1b)-(3b), where subject extraction is well-formed, the embedded 
clause is a smaller-than-full clause due to external pair-merge of T to C. Clause reduction for 
subject extraction (=(5)) follows from the proposed analysis. 
References: Chomsky, N. 2008. On phases. In Foundational issues in linguistic theory. Chomsky, 
N. 2015. Problems of projection: Extensions. In Structures, strategies and beyond. Chomsky, N. 
2017. Language architecture and its import for evolution. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral 
Reviews 81. Epstein, S., H. Kitahara and T. D. Seely. 2012. Structure building that can’t be. In 
Ways of structure building. Halpert, C. 2015. Argument licensing and agreement. Oxford 
University Press. Mizuguchi, M. 2014. Phases and counter-cyclicity of A-movement. Proceedings 
of SICOGG 16. Pesetsky, D. 2016. Exfoliation: Towards a derivational theory of clause size. Paper 
presented at Workshop on Shrinking Trees, Universität Leipzig. 
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The syntactic nature of ‘bei’ in Mandarin Chinese– evidence from agent-taking verbal 

compounds 

 

Though there is substantial literature on the bei-passive in Mandarin Chinese, little has been 

said regarding the syntactic interaction of ‘bei’ and a special group of verbal compounds. 

Table 1 presents 21 such ‘agent-taking verbal compounds’. It will be argued that the novel 

data suggest that ‘bei’ in bei-passives is a primary predicate that licences the use of these 

verbal compounds by allowing an external argument to be introduced. 

 Verbal compound Literal meaning In English 

1. zhui-zhai ‘chase-debt’ to collect debt 

2. jie-cai ‘rob-wealth’ to rob money 

3. jie-se ‘rob-colour’ to molest (sexually) 

4. zhang-zui ‘slap-mouth’ to slap on the mouth 

5. fang-ge-zi ‘release-pigeon’ to flake on someone 

6. cha-dui ‘interrupt-line’ to cut the line 

7. she-zhang ‘put.aside-bill’ put on a tab 

8. xia-du ‘down-poison’ to poison 

9. xia-yao ‘down-medicine’ to drug  

10. xia-jiang-tou ‘down-curse’ to put a curse (on someone) 

11. fa-zhan ‘punish-stand’ to punish to stand in a corner 

12. fa-kuan ‘punish-fund’ to fine money 

13. ge-qian ‘drift-shallow’ to postpone (plans/progress etc) 

14. bi-hun ‘coerce-marriage’ to force (someone) to get married 

15. bi-gong ‘coerce-testimony’ to force a confession 

16. de-cheng ‘get-progress’ to succeed (due to a plan) 

17. jiang-zhi ‘lower-position’ to demote (rank/position) 

18. sheng-zhi ‘raise-position’ to promote (rank/position) 

19. ge-zhi ‘suspend-position’ to suspend (rank/position) 

20. tui-xue ‘back.away-school’ to expel from school 

21. bei-hou-tong-dao-zi ‘back-stab-knife’ to talk behind one’s back 

Table 1 
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‘zhang-zui’ illustrates how they require external arguments but cannot be found in simple 

transitive, unaccusative, unergative or ditransitive constructions: 

(1)a. *zhangsan    zhang-zui-le                lisi 

   Zhangsan   slap-mouth-ASP          Lisi 

 ‘*Zhangsan slapped-on-the-mouth Lisi.’ 

(1)b. #zhangsan   ziji   zhang-zui-le 

   Zhangsan  self   slap-mouth-ASP 

  ‘#Zhangsan slapped-on-the-mouth by himself.’ 

(1)c. *zhangsani     (#guyii)         zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan       deliberately  slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘*Zhangsan (#deliberately) slapped-on-the-mouth.’ 

(1)d. *zhangsan   zhang-zui-le        lisi     wangwu 

   Zhangsan  slap-mouth-ASP  Lisi   Wangwu 

 ‘*Zhangsan slapped-on-the-mouth Lisi Wangwu.’ 

 

(1b) shows that unlike a typical unaccusative such as ‘sank’, ‘zhang-zui’ cannot allow a ‘ziji’ 

(“by self”) reading felicitously (Chierchia 2004). (1c) shows that unlike a typical unergative 

such as ‘laugh’, an agent-oriented adverb such as ‘guyi’ (‘deliberately’) cannot modify the 

subject (Chierchia 2004).  

They are, however, found in both long and short bei-passives (Ting 1998; Huang 1999): 

(2)a. zhangsan     bei      lisi        zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan    BEI     Lisi      slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan was slapped on the mouth by Lisi.’ 
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(2)b. zhangsan     bei      zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan    BEI     slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan was slapped on the mouth.’ 

 

Further, pre- and post-bei ‘guyi’ necessarily result in different interpretations: 

(3)a. zhangsani    bei      lisij     guyi*i/j              zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan    BEI    Lisi    deliberately      slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan was deliberately slapped on the mouth by Lisi.’ 

(3)b. zhangsani     guyii/*j               bei      lisij        zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan     deliberately      BEI     Lisi       slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan deliberately got slapped on the mouth by Lisi.’ 

 

(4)a. zhangsani     bei       guyi*i/j                 zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan     BEI     deliberately         slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan was deliberately slapped on the mouth.’ 

(4)b. zhangsani     guyii/*j            bei         zhang-zui-le 

 Zhangsan     deliberately   BEI        slap-mouth-ASP 

 ‘Zhangsan deliberately got slapped on the mouth.’ 

 

In (3a), post-bei ‘guyi’ only modifies the external argument of ‘zhang-zui’, Lisi, while pre-

bei ‘guyi’ in (3b) only modifies the grammatical subject, Zhangsan. Similarly, in (4a), post-

bei ‘guyi’ cannot modify Zhangsan but instead modifies the implicit agent of ‘zhang-zui’. 

Then, what (4a) seems to suggest is that an implicit agent is present in the short bei-passive 

(Huang 2013), and that this is the external argument of the verbal compound ‘zhang-zui’. 

Further, following Bruening and Tran’s (2015) analysis of agent-oriented adverbs, the 

different readings of pre- and post-bei ‘guyi’ indicate that ‘Zhangsan’ is the syntactically 
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highest argument of the primary predicate ‘bei’, while ‘Lisi’ or the implicit agent is the 

syntactically highest argument of the compound, which is the secondary predicate.   

Taken together, (1) seems to indicate that the compounds cannot introduce external 

arguments by themselves, (2) shows that they are licenced in bei-passives, while (3) and (4) 

show that they always require external arguments, and that they should be secondary 

predicates. Thus, in the bei-passive, ‘bei’ should function as a primary predicate that allows 

for the introduction of an external argument, which could be an implicit agent.   
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Explorations of the syntax-lexicon interface, ed. by Artemis Alexiadou, Elena 

Anagnostopoulou and Martin Everaert, 22-59. Oxford, England: Oxford University Press on 
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One in the Same: What Spanish and English Say About Non-Obligatory Control PRO and pro 
Justin Paz (University of Arizona) 

This study presents data from Spanish and English that challenges the distribution of non-
obligatory control (NOC) and no control (NC) assumed by most minimalist theories of control. In both 
subject and adjunct clauses, we do find overt DP subjects (1)-(2) and nonhuman, nonlogophoric null 
subjects (3)-(4). Virtually all theories of control fail to address this observation (Boeckx, Hornstein, & 
Nunes, 2010; Landau, 2004, 2015; McFadden & Sundaresan, 2016). On the basis of this null–overt 
subject alternation, I propose that crosslinguistically, the null subject of non-obligatory control clauses is 
not NOC PRO but rather pro. Therefore, these clauses do not show non-obligatory control at all but rather 
no control. 

 

The immediate consequence is that the traditional three-way distinction between obligatory 
control (OC), NOC, and NC is reduced to a two-way distinction between OC and NC. This is crucially 
different from the Movement Theory of Control (MTC) (BHN, 2010), which assimilates NOC PRO to 
pro yet still assumes overt DP subjects are banned from these clauses, contrary to fact. Thus, two main 
questions remain: (i) why does English but not Spanish strongly prefer a human, logophoric antecedent 
for nonfinite pro?; and (ii) why does English only allow pro in nonfinite clauses yet Spanish also allows 
pro in finite clauses? 

 

I propose pro’s referential independence in nonfinite clauses follows from pro’s availability in 
finite clauses (as in Spanish), whereas the unavailability of pro in finite clauses restricts the possible 
antecedents of pro in nonfinite clauses (as in English). English nonfinite pro prefers to take the nearest c-
commanding subject as its antecedent (5a), but when unavailable (as in sentence-initial adjuncts), a 
human or logophoric antecedent will suffice (5b). If this is not available, a mere animate antecedent will 
suffice (3b), as will an inanimate antecedent as a last resort (3c). In contrast, Spanish freely allows a null 
subject to show disjoint reference even in sentence-final adjuncts (6). 

 

I argue for a crosslinguistic continuum of referential independence of pro (7). In English, a c-
commanding subject is the ideal antecedent of pro, but if this is unavailable, the ideal candidate is the 
next rightmost item on the continuum, and so on. In contrast, Spanish does not impose restrictions on 
pro’s identification in finite clauses and thus does not impose restrictions in nonfinite clauses either. 
Concerning pro’s availability in English nonfinite but not finite clauses, I argue this results from a 
phonological requirement. Follow McFadden and Sundaresan (2018), I view the EPP as a prosodic 
requirement for a filled left edge, satisfiable via V-to-T movement (like Spanish) or by merging a DP in 
[Spec, TP] (like English). The latter strategy thus blocks pro in finite clauses. 

 

The present study thus proposes a solution to clarify the NOC PRO–pro distinction and unifies 
analyses of control and pro-drop. Indeed, it is theoretically undesirable to require two separate theories to 
explain finite and nonfinite subjects. Moreover, a unified control–pro-drop analysis is only possible upon 
acknowledging that nonfinite subjects can be overt, as Spanish and English show. 

 
(1) a. [ Al rechazar la justicia su caso] se =le =extendió una salida voluntaria del país 
   upon reject.INF the judge his case SE =him.DAT =extended an exit voluntary from.the country 
  “When the judge rejected his case, he was offered a voluntary departure from the country” 
 

 b. My daughter can go to school [without teachers having guns] 
 
(2) a. ¿ Es necesario [ ir los dos miembros de la pareja]? 
   is necessary  go.INF the two members of the couple 
  “Is it necessary for both people in the couple to go?” 
 

 b. [For the president to fire the special counsel] would be unthinkable. 
 
(3) a. Fotografían desde el espacio [ la tormenta tropical Bill]i [ antes de ∆ i llegar a Texas] 
  photograph.3PL from the space  the storm topical Bill  before  arrive.INF to Texas 
  “Tropical Storm Bill is photographed from space before arriving in Texas” 
 



 b. Nectar is not concentrated in the crop [before ∆ returning to the hive]… (∆ = honeybees) 
 

 c. [After ∆ i displaying an error message], the ? signifies that LaTeXi is waiting for a response… 
 
(4) a. Aunque varias de las ciudades santuario en el mapa se han declarado así públicamente… 
  (“Although many of the sanctuary cities on the map have declared themselves as such publicly…”) 
 

  … [∆ pertenecer a la lista] puede crear pánico… 
    belong.INF to the list can create.INF panic 
  “…being on the list could cause panic…” 
 

 b. [∆ running on fumes] stirs and sucks up sediment from the bottom of the tank (∆ = car engines) 
 
(5)  The detectivei had been interrogating the suspectj for hours. 
 a. The suspectj asked for a lawyer [after ∆ j/*i exploding with anger]. 
 b. [After ∆ i/j exploding with anger], the suspectj asked for a lawyer. 
 
(6)  ICEi detuvo a la mujerj [ tras ∆ j(/i) dejar a suj hija en la escuela] 
  ICE arrested ACC the woman  after  leave.INF ACC her daughter in the school 
  “ICE arrested the woman after [her] dropping off her daughter at school” 
 
(7) 
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Tagging Scottish Gaelic 
Andrew Zupon - University of Arizona 

 
keywords:  Scottish Gaelic, part of speech tagging, low resource languages, LSTM, HMM 

 
In this paper, I compare three different methods for part-of-speech tagging Scottish 

Gaelic, a low-resourced language. I compare a greedy Markov Model tagger, a Markov Model 
tagger utilizing the Viterbi algorithm, and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network. I 
show that all of my models achieve higher accuracy than previous work tagging Scottish Gaelic 
(Lamb and Danso 2014), with the LSTM neural network model achieving the best results. 

 
Part-of-speech tagging is often considered a solved task (Manning 2011), but 

low-resourced languages challenge this claim. Much work on part-of-speech tagging is done on 
well-resourced languages like English, where there is a large amount of training data already 
available. Corpora for low-resourced languages, if they exist at all, are often smaller than 
comparable English corpora. Since part-of-speech taggers rely on lots of data for training and 
testing, this paucity of data adds to the difficulty of creating computational resources for 
low-resourced languages. 

 
The corpus used for this paper is the Annotated Reference Corpus of Scottish Gaelic 

(Lamb et al. 2016). The corpus is divided into eight different domains, four spoken and four 
written. Each domain contains approximately 10,000 words. The part of speech tagset used to 
tag the corpus includes 246 unique tags. Compare that with the Penn Treebank tagset for 
English with just 36 part of speech tags. There is a simplified ARCOSG tagset with 41 part of 
speech tags, but using the simplified tagset requires retagging the entire corpus and makes 
comparisons with previous work (which uses the full tagset) more difficult. 

 
Overall accuracies for my three Scottish Gaelic taggers were in the same range of the 

preliminary results in Lamb and Danso (2014). The highest accuracy obtained by Lamb and 
Danso using a Brill bigram tagger was 76.6%. Testing on the News domain only, and on all 
written domains only do not reach this accuracy, but two of my taggers do better than Lamb and 
Danso’s tagger when trained and tested on all domains. My greedy Markov Model tagger 
consistently scores higher (>78%) on all testing sets, and my LSTM tagger gets above 80% 
accuracy when trained for 30 epochs. 

 
Despite the challenges, developing computational resources for low-resource languages 

is important. First, looking at low-resource languages allows us to test the limits of our current 
computational techniques and see where there is still room for improvement. Modeling English 
is useful, but it is only one piece of the linguistic puzzle. Second, creating computational 
resources for low-resource languages can help the communities that use these languages. 
Whether a low-resource language is thriving, at risk, or somewhere in between, creating 
computational tools allows speakers to use their language in new, expanding domains, which 
can contribute to the language's survival. 
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